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About This Game
From the studio that’s brought you such classics such as: Kimulator 2, Aidsmoji: The Forbidden Fruit, and There Is A Genie In
My Szechuan Sauce comes another epic like none other. A tale of a superhero on his quest to save the world from cringing to
death. His name is: Dabman!

On a day like any other, in some random Canadian suburb, Robert and his friend John are hanging out, when John tells Robert
to eat a laundry detergent pod. After some banter and offering Robert a copy of aidsmoji, Robert eats the pod and dies.
However, to John’s shock Robert comes back, but this time with super powers! After demonstrating his super powers to John
they both decide to come up with a name for our newfound hero, settling on Dabman. After a proper suiting montage, they
settle down and watch the news. From said news report, they learn of the evil villain by the name of Emoji Eradicator, and his
plans to take all of the emojis and cringe the world to death. Dabman sets out to stop this evil doer, and bring the emojis back to
their rightful owner in this tale of superhero trying to save the world. Will the Emoji Eradicator be successful, or will Dabman
arise as the true hero he is, and stop this evil doer!? Find out in Dabman When The Haters Dab Back!
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dabman when the haters dab back gameplay. dabman when the haters dab back
Only two things are needed for this to become the greatest experience of all time:
Subtitles due to the autistic virgins choking on their chromosomes, becoming unintelligable. And fixing having to
Ctrl+Alt+Delete to exit the game.
Then it'd be a mastapeece. best game
only game
EA Sports

(dont worry you will have time to refund it after). Yeah, they dab alot. This is one of the best RPGs I have EVER played! This
is a prime example of our generation's intelligence and capabilties. These brave and half ♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥ game developers have
defied all odds against them, and created a true masterpiece. The amount of choices in this game is comparable to other
reknowned RPGs such as Fallout: New Vegas and Fallout 76. The only thing that can be improved upon, is the amount of
dabbing. I WAS a bit dissapointed when I found out that there were no emoji sex scenes. No emojis ♥♥♥♥ed in this game, just
a nitpick though.. perfect game, perfect actors, perfect story i cant believe how underrated this game is. with this game i finally
found sense in my life. no seriously you want to kill yourself as soon as the game begins
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Probably the single greatest game on steam. the beeest hame ever 10/10. I really liked the dabbing it was very realistic as to how
I dab myself the creators obviously know how to dab like professionals.
They are not kidding around when they dab. they dab like they have to save the universe. which is probably what they are doing
by dabbing. exactly.. In a world that needs a hero, one man, Robert, will become that hero.
Why do I like this game? Well do you like 720 MLG NosCopeZ? This games got em.
Do you like chicken nuggets? This game has none. But, its got dabs. I mean ALOT of Dabs.
Become the Dab man, face your destiny, and stop that Emerji Erdicator before he does whatever evil thing he was supposed to
do.
20/10 gameplay 16/5 Graffix 900000/1 Storee and Writin'
Please Play dees game.. This story... My god... im crying. ITS AMAZING.
PLEASE MAKE MORE
Edit: IT CAME WITH A FREE GAME! IT WAS JUST AS GOOD! BUY THIS GAME NOW!. truly a masterpiece of a game
that deserves more then it should, I would join on these shenanigans if i had the chance.. It's not bad, but you get what you pay
for.. Honestly the best $3 i ever spent. Got confused so many times but who needs plot when you could just dab? ������. i feel
like i just experienced a cinematic event bigger than the avengers end game. 10/10. Still a better game than depression quest
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